
 

1 SUMMARY 

1.1 The above Order was refused at the Planning & Regulation Panel meeting 
held on the 6 September 2016, with the recommendation that a report was 
brought back after a period of eight months to review the situation.  The 
purpose of the Order was to introduce “no waiting at any time”, parking 
restrictions along part of Douglas Terrace, Cambusbarron. 

1.2 Douglas Terrace from the junction with Birkhill Road to outside No.16 is a 
narrow road with a high stone grade listed boundary wall to one side and a 
public footpath opposite.  A bend in the road outside Nos.10 and 12 Douglas 
Terrace along with residential parking opposite creates a further restriction on 
available road space. Whilst HGV traffic in particular has difficulty negotiating 
access through this part of the street it can also impact on cars, with vehicles 
having to reverse when opposing traffic meets.  

1.3 The street is the only access to St Thomas’s Well, Parkdyke, Broomhill Place, 
St Thomas’s Place and the cemetery.  During winter maintenance operations 
in December 2012 a gritter damaged the boundary wall while negotiating past 
parked vehicles.  The wall was repaired at Council expense. Environment 
Services wrote to the residents of Nos. 2 to 20 requesting that, in order for 
winter treatment of the Priority 1 road, the residents should park elsewhere on 
the street.   

1.4 Access to the area did not improve and on occasion Stirling Council has been 
unable to grit the route.  This then led to an enquiry from the Local Community 
Council as to why this road was not always treated.  A public meeting was 
held by Cambusbarron Community Council where residents could not agree 
on a way forward.  Stirling Council’s recommendation was to introduce no 
waiting parking restrictions.  As part of the consultation process the 
Emergency Services were consulted and the Fire Service has indicated some 
concern over unrestricted access to properties in an emergency due to parked 
vehicles. 
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1.5 In September 2016 the Panel made a decision to review the case in eight 
months.  Owing to the time and priority involved in progressing the 
Decriminalised Parking Enforcement and to the local elections earlier this year 
this is the first opportunity we have had to bring the matter back for the 
attention of the committee to make a final decision. 

1.6 In the period since the September meeting we have received one letter of 
complaint, a copy of which is included in Appendix 8 along with a recently 
submitted letter from Cambusbarron Community Council and two emails 
received from Councillor Scott Farmer from residents who have expressed 
concerns over the current situation.  We have also received one telephone 
call enquiring on the progress of the issue.  This winter the Service intend to 
operate a smaller 4 tonne capacity gritter on this route during the winter 
months.  This will assist in reducing the issues but there are on occasion still 
access issues arising. 

2 OFFICER RECOMMENDATION(S) 

The Panel is requested to agree to adopt one of the following :- 

2.1 Having reviewed the report to instruct officers to promote a new Order 
inclusive of a further consultation of all streets affected.  

2.2 To uphold the previous decision and allow the status quo to continue. 

3 CONSIDERATIONS 

3.1 Consultation letters were sent out on the 20 March 2015 providing nine options 
to the residents of Parkdyke, Douglas Terrace, St Thomas’s Well, St Thomas’s 
place and Broomhill Place.  Those options were as follows; 

3.1.1 Do nothing maintain the status quo.  

3.1.2 Introduce no waiting at any time restrictions top and bottom of narrow 
section of Douglas Terrace. 

3.1.3 Introduce no waiting at any time restrictions as described in option b 
plus a narrow section takes a slight bend.  

3.1.4 Widen the carriageway by narrowing the footway.  This would not be 
possible as the width of the footway at this location is 1.37 metres.  It 
was also noted that the carriageway width is 4.9 metres at the 
narrowest point. 

3.1.5 Widen carriageway by extending it into private property which requires 
obtaining land out with Council ownership, knocking down and 
rebuilding existing privately owned boundary wall. 

3.1.6 Lower boundary wall around bend in road to aid manoeuvrability.  
Note that this wall is category B listed. 

3.1.7 Create new access out of Douglas Terrace cul-de-sac. 

3.1.8 Formation of car park for all residents to use.  



3.1.9 Council purchase a smaller gritter. 

3.2 A copy of the consultation letter is provided in Appendix 1.  Options 1 to 8 
have been ruled out as either not being reasonably practicable, or not 
possible due to land and financial constraints.  The boundary wall is a listed 
structure and the trees within the private garden have a protection order on 
them (Appendix 2 refers).  Item 4 option C would address the main issue of 
large vehicles accessing the street.  A copy of the proposed traffic restrictions 
is shown in Appendix 7.  Letters of those who were for the restrictions are 
provided in Appendix 3.  Details of those who are against are provided in 
Appendix 4. 

3.3 As part of the process a number of objections were received from residents 
from No.2 to No.24, Appendix 3 refers.  The Panel is asked to consider the 
objections and to decide whether to approve the making of the Traffic 
Regulation Order. 

3.4 Consultation was requested from the Council waste management and roads 
Maintenance Services, Fire, undertakers and delivery services from various 
local stores.  The Fire Service have reported that on one occasion they had to 
knock on doors in order for residents to move their vehicles for the fire 
appliance.  Responses from Police Scotland and the Scottish Fire and 
Rescue Service are contained in Appendix 5. 

3.5 The objections received were from residents of Nos. 2 to 24 who believe that 
there are no difficulties of emergency services or Council vehicles navigating 
past parked vehicles outside their properties.  A resident posted a video on 
‘You Tube’ dated 29 March 2015, showing a gritter passing the parked 
vehicles outside his property.  Granted the image of the gritter does show that 
it does manage to pass the vehicles and boundary wall but at a very slow 
pace.  Had the vehicle been fitted with a snowplough the gritter would not 
have been successful.  The resident also refers to the fact that he is disabled 
and would find it difficult if his car was parked elsewhere on the street. 

3.6 The resident has not applied for a disabled marking outside his property and 
we would also consider marking the bay as close to his property as possible if 
his application met with Council policy.  A letter from the Thalidomide Trust 
has been received in support of this resident requesting the Council take this 
into consideration. (Appendix 6 refers) 

3.7 Douglas Terrace is a priority 1 gritting route due to traffic volume and for 
access to the cemetery.  Depending on how close to the kerb residents park 
their vehicles the gritter may be able to negotiate past the narrow point.  I 
should advise that the roads maintenance section are looking to introduce a 
new much smaller gritter on this route this year and this should ensure that 
the road is gritted frequently and not when access is possible.  It should be 
noted however that there is still an issue for large vehicle accessing the street 
at certain periods of the day, some of them delivery trucks serving the wider 
community.  Item 1.5 of this report refers to a letter received in November 
2016 which highlights the problem.  

  



3.8 As instructed by the Panel prior to the September meeting officers 
investigated if there were alternative solutions to meeting the needs of the 
disabled resident.  A suggestion was made that a disabled parking area could 
be marked close to the resident’s property if they applied for a bay via the 
standard Council process and a bay could be marked if the application met 
the required criteria, e.g. owner of a blue badge, no alternative off street 
parking and the added issue of a persistent parking problem.  A disabled bay 
would be the most appropriate. 

3.9 Officers looked at the following options; 

3.9.1 Widen the road – not possible as the location is restricted due to a 
grade B listed wall on the west side of the road and an already narrow 
footway of 1.37 metres width is on the east side. 

3.9.2 Lower height of boundary wall to improve visibility – restricted by listed 
status of the wall. 

3.9.3 Formation of alternative parking area – lack of available space close 
to resident’s property. 

3.10 In conclusion there are no alternative options available other than the marking 
of a disabled bay close to the disabled residence and based on a successful 
application being presented to the Council.  A suggested location bay is 
shown in Appendix 7. 

4 POLICY/RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS AND CONSULTATIONS 

Policy Implications   

Equality Impact Assessment Yes 

Strategic Environmental Assessment No 

Serving Stirling  No 

Single Outcome Agreement Yes 

Diversity (age, disability, gender, race, religion, sexual orientation) No 

Sustainability (community, economic, environmental) Yes 

Effect on Council’s greenhouse gas emissions No Effect 
Strategic/Service Plan No 

Existing Policy or Strategy No 

Risk No 

Resource Implications  

Financial Yes 

People Yes 

Land and Property or IT Systems No 

Consultations  

Internal or External Consultations Yes 

  



Equality Impact Assessment   

4.1 The contents of this report were assessed using the EqIA Relevance 
Assessment Form.  The impact has been identified in the Considerations 
section of this report. 

Strategic Environmental Assessment  

4.2 This report does not relate to a Plan, Policy, Programme or Strategy therefore 
Strategic Environmental Assessment does not apply 

Serving Stirling  

4.3 Not applicable. 

Single Outcome Agreement 

4.4 The Communities are well served, better connected and safe  

Other Policy Implications 

4.5 None. 

Risk 

4.6 Potential damage to boundary wall and vehicles whether parked or in motion.  
Delivery delays of goods and services including emergency service (Fire & 
Rescue). 

Resource Implications 

4.7 The scheme will be funded from existing revenue budgets. 

Consultations 

4.8 Emergency Services 

4.9 All local residents within the road affected. 

4.10 Elected members, Community Council and local residents. 

4.11 Retail delivery services and Royal Mail. 

5 BACKGROUND PAPERS 

5.1 None. 

  



6 APPENDICES 

6.1 Appendix 1 – Copy of consultation letter. 

6.2 Appendix 2 – Reference of protection orders. 

6.3 Appendix 3 – Letters of Parking Restrictions 

6.4 Appendix 4 – Letters against the parking restrictions 

6.5 Appendix 5 – Responses from the emergency services. 

6.6 Appendix 6 – Letter of support received from the Thalidomide Trust 

6.7 Appendix 7 – Copy of proposed parking instructions including suggested 
location for a disabled bay. 

6.8 Appendix 8 – Correspondence received since September 2017. 
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